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Introduction: The phylogenetic relationships within Pancrustacea (including

Crustacea and Hexapoda) remain elusive despite analyses using various

molecular data sets and analytical approaches over the past decade. The

relationship between the major lineages of Allotriocarida, which includes

Hexapoda, the most species-rich animal taxon, is particularly recalcitrant.

Methods: To investigate and resolve the root of phylogenetic ambiguity in

Pancrustacea, we re-evaluated the evolutionary relationships of major

pancrustacean clades using a phylogenetically informed orthology approach

and assessed the effect of systematic errors, with a major focus on long branch

attraction (LBA) and incomplete lineage sorting (ILS). A data set comprising 1086

orthologs from 106 species representing all major extant classes of

pancrustaceans was assembled and used in gene tree and species tree

construction after various filtering processes.

Results and discussion: Regardless of the filtering criteria and phylogenetic

analyses, the resulting trees consistently supported (1) a sister relationship of

Remipedia and Hexapoda (hence rejecting the monophyly of Xenocarida, i.e.

Remipedia + Cephalocarida), and (2) refuted the monophyly of Multicrustacea, as

Copepoda is either sister to or nested within Allotriocarida. Examination of gene

trees reveals that the grouping of Multicrustacea and Xenocarida in previous

phylogenetic studies may represent LBA artefacts. Phylogenetic signal analyses

suggest a low resolution and an incidence of strong conflicting signals at the deep

splits. Further analyses indicate a partial contribution of incomplete lineage sorting

(ILS) to the contradictory signal in the allotriocaridan phylogeny, leading to limited

support for any potential relationships between Branchiopoda, Cephalocarida and

Copepoda. This study suggests the need for further examination of other potential

sources of signal discordance, such as introgression and gene tree estimation error

to fully understand the evolutionary history of Pancrustacea.
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1 Introduction

Pancrustacea, which comprises Hexapoda nested within

Crustacea, is the most diverse group of organisms on earth, found

in most terrestrial and aquatic environments. Over 1,236,000

pancrustacean species from 55 orders of Crustacea and 31 orders

of Hexapoda have been recorded (Bracken-Grissom and Wolfe,

2020). They exhibit remarkable diversity in morphology and size,

from microscopic copepods to spider crabs, the largest arthropod.

Due to their ecological and economic significance, many attempts

have been made to resolve the evolutionary relationship of

Pancrustacea, especially regarding the origin of the terrestrial

clade Hexapoda (Regier et al., 2008; Regier et al., 2010; Oakley

et al., 2013; von Reumont et al., 2014; Schwentner et al., 2017;

Schwentner et al., 2018).

With the advent of DNA sequencing technology, molecular

phylogenetics has dramatically improved the resolution of the

relationship between and within Hexapoda + Crustacea. The

nesting of Hexapoda within Crustacea is commonly revealed by

recent molecular and morphological analyses (Meusemann et al.,

2010; Andrew, 2011; Rota-Stabelli et al., 2011; Borner et al., 2014;

Dell’Ampio et al., 2014; Lozano-Fernandez et al., 2016; Bernot et al.,

2023). Within Pancrustacea, most phylogenomic and

morphological analyses supported three major lineages:

Oligostraca as the earliest diverging clade (including classes

Branchiura, Mystacocarida, Ostracoda and Pentastomida), and

two sister clades (Regier et al., 2010; Von Reumont et al., 2012;

Oakley et al., 2013; Schwentner et al., 2017; Schwentner et al., 2018;

Lozano-Fernandez et al., 2019), namely Allotriocarida (including

classes Branchiopoda, Cephalocarida, Remipedia, and subphylum

Hexapoda) (Lee et al., 2013; Lozano-Fernandez et al., 2016;

Schwentner et al., 2017) and Multicrustacea (including classes

Malacostraca, Copepoda and Thecostraca) (Meusemann et al.,

2010; Andrew, 2011; Lee et al., 2013; Oakley et al., 2013; Eyun,

2017; Schwentner et al., 2017).

Nonetheless, some phylogenetic conflicts remain difficult to

resolve. For instance, a few molecular studies challenged the

monophyly of Allotriocarida. Four studies using protein-coding

genes inferred a paraphyletic Multicrustacea with Copepoda sister

to or nested within Allotriocarida using site-heterogeneous models

(Rota-Stabelli et al., 2013; Schwentner et al., 2017; Schwentner et al.,

2018; Lozano-Fernandez et al., 2019), and two studies recovered

Branchiopoda or Cephalocarida grouping with Multicrustacea

using smaller gene sets (with 62 protein-coding genes) (Regier

et al., 2010; Rota-Stabelli et al., 2013). Notably, at the time of our

study, Bernot et al. (2023) reported a phylogenomic study on

Pancrustacea, which presented Copepoda + Allotriocarida as the

primary hypothesis as this relationship was recovered in most of the

inferred trees, not just when employing site-heterogenous models.

Furthermore, despite the current employment of genome-scale

matrices of 244 to 2,718 loci, the particularly contentious deep-

level phylogeny within Allotriocarida remains elusive. Various

competing hypotheses have been proposed regarding the position

of every class in Allotriocarida. The long-debated sister taxon of

hexapods has been revealed to be different allotriocaridan members

in different analyses, including Remipedia (Von Reumont et al.,
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2012; Oakley et al., 2013; Schwentner et al., 2017; Schwentner et al.,

2018), Branchiopoda (Glenner et al., 2006; Meusemann et al., 2010;

Andrew, 2011; Rota-Stabelli et al., 2011; Borner et al., 2014;

Dell’Ampio et al., 2014; Lozano-Fernandez et al., 2016),

Branchiopoda + Copepoda (Rota-Stabelli et al., 2013) and

Xenocarida (Cephalocarida + Remipedia) (Regier et al., 2010;

Schwentner et al., 2017). On the other hand, a multispecies

coalescent (MSC) study discovered a rare grouping of Remipedia

clustering within paraphyletic Hexapoda (Freitas et al., 2018).

These conflicts may be due to systematic errors. Although

genome-scale analyses minimise stochastic errors stemming from

small samples, the growth in phylogenetic data sizes aggravates

non-random systematic errors and the associated phylogenetic

noises (Jeffroy et al., 2006), often resulting in spurious and

contradictory phylogenies with high statistical support (Delsuc

et al., 2005; Kumar et al., 2012; Brown and Thomson, 2016). Two

main factors can cause systematic errors in phylogenetic

reconstruction: biological factors such as incomplete lineage

sorting (ILS) and horizontal gene transfer, and methodological

factors like paralogy, incomplete taxon sampling (such as a

limited number of genes) long branch attraction (LBA), and

model misspecification. It is noteworthy that the impact of

incomplete taxon sampling can be considered to be both

methodological (e.g., limited genetic material leading to biased

and inaccurate phylogenetic inference) and biological factors (e.g.

increased variation in single gene history) (Hedtke et al., 2006;

Townsend and Lopez-Giraldez, 2010; Townsend and Leuenberger,

2011, Nabhan and Sarkar, 2012).

These errors can occur due to model misspecification when the

framework used to infer evolutionary relationships (phylogenetic

trees) does not accurately reflect the true evolutionary process. The

signals that stem from systematic errors are non-phylogenetic

signals (Baurain et al., 2007; Philippe et al., 2011). To achieve a

correct phylogenetic tree, it is necessary to increase the ratio of

phylogenetic to non-phylogenetic signals (by reducing non-

phylogenetic signals) in data sets. In pancrustaceans, the

phylogenetic position of Allotriocarida was found to be sensitive

to various strategies alleviating systematic errors in different

genome-scale analyses, often with a specific focus on LBA,

including taxon deletion experiments, different orthology

approaches and choosing realistic substitution models, but how

various systematic errors affect the inference of pancrustacean

phylogeny have not been fully explored. In the latest

phylogenomic analysis by Bernot et al. (2023), the primary focus

is on the impact of taxon sampling on phylogenetic relationships.

Their study suggests incomplete taxon sampling can induce

spurious and unusual relationships in Pancrustacea. For example,

their matrices of reduced taxon sampling (Data set 1, Figure 3)

recovered Xenocarida and Copepoda + Hexapoda. However, the

impact of taxa/clades in Pancrustacea with exceptionally long

branch on phylogenetic inference still remains a long-

standing question.

Of particular concern is LBA, which is a systematic error that

can cause erroneously grouping of distantly related lineages. The

incidence of multiple fast-evolving lineages typically engenders this

phenomenon (Lartillot et al., 2007). Phylogenies have been
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identified to be distorted by the accelerated rates of evolution in

sites, genes and clades (Felsenstein, 1978; Philippe, 2000; Bapteste

et al., 2008). In Pancrustacea, LBA was found to result in the

controversial grouping of Xenocarida (Remipedia and

Cephalocarida) in Allotriocarida in some phylogenetic analyses

(Schwentner et al., 2017; Schwentner et al., 2018; Lozano-

Fernandez et al., 2019). However, no further investigation of

LBA-induced erroneous groupings has been conducted. To

elucidate the impact of LBA on conflicting pancrustacean

phylogenies, an in-depth examination of the scale of fast-evolving

lineages, followed by the employment of practices to avoid LBA

errors, is needed.

The recognition of Xenocarida as an LBA artefact is far from

reconciling the above-described topological incongruence in

Allotriocarida. The ongoing recovery of contradictory hypotheses

resulting from understudied systematic errors remains a main

predicament in resolving internal patterns of Allotriocarida. Most

of the proposed topologies were well-supported by bootstrap values.

Still, it is insufficient to evaluate the source of topological

discordance and to compare the underlying phylogenetic support

between competing hypotheses. Nonetheless, no extra measure of

examining the underlying disagreement among loci (i.e., quantify

support from the phylogenetic signals) and topologies have been

performed in pancrustacean phylogenetics, thus limiting further

discussion and understanding of the true evolutionary history of

this group. To resolve and investigate the controversial branches

like deep divergences of Allotriocarida and the impact of systematic

errors like LBA on topological incongruence, two approaches have

been proposed, including dissecting the distribution of phylogenetic

signals (gene-wise log-likelihood scores) and quantifying

genealogical concordance (gene and site concordance factors; gCF

and sCF) (Shen et al., 2017; Sayyari et al., 2018; Minh et al., 2020).

Past pancrustacean phylotranscriptomic and phylogenomic

analyses capitalised on high-throughput sequencing technologies

to increase the number of phylogenetic markers employed in

species tree constructions. However, boosting the number of

molecular markers is not likely to improve species tree

reconstruction without accurate ortholog identification. Most of

the phylogenomic studies of this group were restricted to distance-

based orthology inference (Oakley et al., 2013; Schwentner et al.,

2017; Schwentner et al., 2018; Lozano-Fernandez et al., 2019),

which is prone to paralog inclusion (i.e., low specificity)

(Altenhoff et al., 2012; Tekaia, 2016). With erroneously assigned

paralog sequences in putative orthogroups, the data set incorrectly

includes phylogenetic information about gene family history

informed by paralogs (Struck, 2013). Consequently, the signal of

speciation history from orthologs is confounded, leading to

inaccurate tree topologies (Kocot et al., 2013). By leveraging on

the phylogenetic information from the putative orthogroups, the

graph-based (graph clustering algorithm is used to identify clusters

of orthologs by using pairwise similarities between sequences) +

tree-based (utilises phylogenetic trees constructed from gene or

protein sequences to identify monophyletic groups, i.e., putative

orthologs) approach shows a much higher specificity in ortholog

identification, lowering the chance of paralog inclusion and biased

phylogenetic tree construction (Chen et al., 2007; Gabaldón, 2008;
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Altenhoff and Dessimoz, 2009). A tree-based orthology approach is

therefore required to unravel the phylogenetic relationship of

Pancrustacea accurately.

Before a credible Pancrustacea phylogeny can be achieved, it is

necessary to understand the processes that cause topological

incongruence across phylogenomic studies, particularly regarding the

relationships between major lineages of Allotriocarida. In this study, we

examined the effect of various systematic errors on phylogenetic

analyses of Pancrustacea, with emphasis on Allotriocarida. A

phylogenomic data set with 106 taxa representing major lineages of

all described living Pancrustaceans was assembled in the present study.

Concatenation and coalescent-based species tree analyses were

employed to recover a well-supported Pancrustacea phylogeny.

Various measures were taken to identify and mitigate the effects of

systematic errors (e.g. ortholog identification, missing data, LBA, ILS,

model selection) to infer the most robust backbone phylogeny for

Pancrustacea classes to date.
2 Materials and methods

2.1 Taxon sampling and data acquisition

We collected 37 well-assembled genomes, 27 transcriptomes and

42 sets of RNA-seq raw read data from 101 pancrustaceans with five

outgroups, representing all major extant classes in the group. These

included 11 species of Branchiopoda, two of Cephalocarida, 12 of

Copepoda, 21 of Hexapoda, two of Hoplocarida, 17 ofMalacostraca, 11

of Oligostraca, 13 of Peracarida, one of Phyllocarida, four of Remipedia

and seven of Thecostraca, plus outgroups comprising two chelicerates

and three myriapods. The species accounted for > 50% of the orders

within Pancrustacea. Genomes and RNA sequence reads were accessed

from the NCBI genome (whole genome sequence projects) and NCBI

SRA archives (Raw RNA-seq reads), respectively. Twenty-seven

transcriptomes were downloaded from de novo transcriptomic

assembles in CrusTF (Qin et al., 2017). Taxonomic and accession

numbers are listed in Supplementary Tables S1 and S2.
2.2 Orthology inferences

2.2.1 Seed orthologs
We used a graph and tree-based approach for orthogroup

identification. We first identified seed orthogroups from six high-

quality genomes with contig N50 > 100,000bp using OrthoFinder

v.2.5.4 (Emms and Kelly, 2019), which employs a graph-based

approach (all-by-all BLASTp and MCL). The resulting homolog

groups were categorised into two types: those with more than 100

sequences (Type A) and less than 100 sequences (Type B). We

performed an orthogroup search again in each homolog group of

Type A again to further partition large homolog groups and

repeated the procedure until the number of sequences in each

group was < 100 or up to three times. The refined Type A groups

and Type B groups were then subjected to subsequent filtering using

a tree-based approach. Each homolog group was aligned and

trimmed by MAFFT v7.2 (–genafpair –maxiterate 3000) (Katoh
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and Standley, 2013)and trimAl v1.2 (-gappyout) (Capella-Gutiérrez

et al., 2009). The resulting multiple sequence alignments (MSA)

were used to infer gene trees using IQ-TREE v1.62 (Nguyen et al.,

2015) with a fixed model (LG + I + G). Long branches in the

inferred trees were detected and trimmed off by TreeShrink with

default parameters (Mai and Mirarab, 2018). Non-homologous

genes or out-paralogs were assessed and removed by using

Python scripts (mask_tips_by_taxonID_transcripts .py,

cut_long_internal_branches.py: internal_branch_length_cutoff –

1.0 and write_fasta_files_from_trees.py) from Yang and Smith

(2014). The trimmed homolog groups were subjected to

alignment quality assessment by GUIDANCE2 (Sela et al., 2015).

Poorly aligned sequences were excluded from the homolog groups.

The processed MSA were realigned, trimmed and used for tree

inference with the same condition described above. Then,

phylopypruner v 1.2.3 (Thalén, 2018) was used to identify

putative one-to-one orthologs from the inferred gene trees (–

trim-divergent 1.20 –mask pdist –prune MI –min-len 50 –

outgroup Rsan –root midpoint –min-support 0.8 –min-gene-

occupancy 0.1 –min-taxa 12 –trim-freq-paralogs 3.5 –trim-lb 5 –

jackknife –min-pdist 1e-8). The identified orthogroups are the

seed orthogroups.

2.2.2 Orthologs from other genomes
and transcriptomes

We then identified orthologs of the seed orthogroups from eight

fair-quality genomes (contig N50 > 50,000 bp) and 23 well-

assembled transcriptomes (BUSCO complete scores > 80%).

Isoforms in the assembled transcriptomes were identified using

CD-HIT (cut-off 0.9) (Fu et al., 2012) and the longest was retained

for subsequent analysis. HMM profiles were constructed for each

seed orthogroup using HMMER v3.2.2 (Eddy, 2011). We then used

hmmsearch in HMMER v3.2.2 to identify orthologous sequences in

the genomes and transcriptomes. The HMM-identified orthologs

and the seed orthogroups were subjected to the tree-based filtering

mentioned above. The refined orthogroups (denoted as

orthogroup-2) were then used as references for the next part of

ortholog identification.

2.2.3 Orthologs from transcriptomic raw reads
We used HybPiper v2.0.2 (Johnson et al., 2016) to identify and

assemble orthologs from 42 sets of transcriptomic raw reads with

sequences in orthogroup-2 as reference. The aforementioned tree-

based filtering pipeline was then used to screen the recovered

orthologs. Here, DISCO (Willson et al., 2022) was used instead of

phylopypruner to identify putative one-to-one orthologs from the

inferred gene trees, considering the presence of multi-copy gene-

family trees, which is common in orthology inference. This approach

identified 1183 orthogroups. To quantify the phylogenetic usefulness

of the orthogroups, genesortR (Mongiardino Koch, 2021) was used,

and outlier loci with low phylogenetic usefulness were excluded from

the putative orthogroups, leaving 1175 orthogroups for subsequent

analysis. These orthogroups were then filtered based on taxon

decisiveness; loci with at least one representative of each main

clade in question were retained (i.e., decisive orthogroups). Here,
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the main clades were defined as Branchiopoda, Cephalocarida,

Hexapoda, Remipedia and Copepoda. 1086 decisive orthogroups

were isolated by applying this criterion.
2.3 Phylogenetic analyses

Numerous approaches were used to conduct phylogenetic

analyses and assess their credibility to identify and address the

potential systematic errors related to methodological and

biological factors.

2.3.1 Effect of missing data
First of all, to assess the impact of taxon occupancy on the

phylogenomic relationships of allotriocaridans and copepods, two

matrices were assembled with taxon occupancy thresholds of 50%

(total of 1086 loci each with > 53 taxa, termed M0-50) and a 70%

(totally 731 loci each with >74 taxa, termed M0-70). Genes trees of

each matrix were inferred in IQ-TREE v.1.6.12, with the substitution

model selected by ModelFinder (Kalyaanamoorthy et al., 2017) and

ultrafast bootstrap frequency (Hoang et al., 2018) as nodal support

assessment (-m MFP -bb 2000). Using the best-fitted substitution

models estimated in gene tree construction, partition-based

maximum likelihood (ML) species tree construction was inferred

from the supermatrix of each matrix constructed in this study (-bb

2000). Using the IQ-TREE-constructed gene trees as input,

coalescent-based species trees were computed in ASTRAL v.5.14.2

(Zhang et al., 2018). Nodes with < 30% BS (ultrafast bootstrap

frequency) in gene trees were collapsed before analyses.

2.3.2 Effect of long-branch attraction
To examine and alleviate the effect of LBA, three approaches

were taken in phylogenetic analyses: 1) long-branch taxa exclusion,

2) matrices of slow-evolving loci, and 3) site-heterogeneous model.

2.3.2.1 Long-branch taxa exclusion

Long branch (LB) scores of every taxon were calculated to detect

potential long branch terminals using individual gene trees in M0-50

(see boxplot in Figure 1). The LB score calculation was performed

using PhyKIT v.1.11.0 (Steenwyk et al., 2021). Fast-evolving taxa were

characterised by inspecting the median and third-quartile values of

LB scores of each clade within each major clade (i.e., in comparison

with other taxa within the monophyletic group which have diverged

most recently from their shared ancestor) using the LB scores boxplot

(Figure 1, right) (Struck, 2014; Whelan et al., 2015). In total, 13 taxa

exhibited accelerated rates of evolution, consisting of six hexapods,

three copepods, one oligostracan, one branchiopod and two of the

three myriapods (the identified LB taxa in this study are indicated by

asterisks in the phylogenetic tree and red boxes in the boxplot in

Figure 1). To mitigate the effect of LBA, and to address the effect of

missing data, these long-branch (LB) taxa were removed from the

M0-50 and M0-70 matrices, resulting in M3-50 and M3-70,

respectively. Gene-partitioned concatenated phylogenetic analyses

and coalescence species tree analyses were conducted using IQ-

TREE and ASTRAL, as aforementioned.
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LBA can be aggravated by incomplete taxon sampling (Delsuc

et al., 2005; Bapteste et al., 2008; Pick et al., 2010). Our LB score

analyses revealed a discrepancy in the evolutionary rate among

different hexapod lineages and taxa (LB scores: -20 to 30),

suggesting that biased taxonomic sampling in hexapods could

exacerbate LBA in pancrustacean phylogenetics. Selective

pruning of hexapod lineages was conducted to evaluate the

impact of incomplete taxonomic sampling of Hexapoda on the

inferred tree topology. Four new matrices (T4: M3-50-T4 and

M3-70-T4; T5: M3-50-T5 and M3-70-T5) were created by

excluding two sets of hexapod branches from the M3-50 and

M3-70 matrices. T4 was designed to investigate the effect of

r e t a in ing re cen t l y d ive rged hexapod l ineage s ( i . e . ,

Holometabola), while T5 aimed to test the impact of only

p r e s e r v ing e a r l y d i v e r g ing hexapod l in e ag e s ( i . e . ,

Archaeognatha, Diplura, Palaeoptera, and Polyneoptera,

excluding Holometabola, Neuropterida, Paraneoptera,

Pscocodea). IQ-TREE and ASTRAL were used for phylogenetic

reconstruction for each of these matrices, as described above.
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To further investigate the impact of LBA on the inferred

position of Hexapoda, we tested the effect of further removing LB

clades from theM3-70 matrix. (1) We identified Copepoda as a fast-

evolving clade, as all members generally showed a higher median LB

score (median = 9.9001) than other clades (median of all taxa =

-5.9285). To examine the effect of this LB clade on the inferred

position of Hexapoda, we removed all copepods from the M3-70

matrix and created the M3-70-C1 matrix. (2) Similarly, we created

the M3-70-O1 matrix by discarding the outgroups Chelicerata and

Myriapoda (as outgroups are typically longer branches) from the

M3-70 matrix.

Multiple studies have evaluated and affirmed the negative

impact of incomplete taxon sampling on the accuracy of

phylogenetic inference under different tree construction

approaches and data types, concluding that denser taxon

sampling is effective in improving phylogenetic inference (Hillis,

1998; Rannala et al., 1998; Pollock et al., 2002; Zwickl and Hillis,

2002; Baurain et al., 2007; Townsend and Naylor, 2007; Agnarsson

and May-Collado, 2008; Heath et al., 2008; Martıń-Durán et al.,
FIGURE 1

(Left) Phylogenetic tree of Pancrustacea based on ML partitioned model analysis of the unfiltered matrix M0-70 (1086 decisive genes), representing
Topo1. Denoted and coloured bipartitions indicate the major clades within Pancrustacea. All unlabelled nodes indicate high support (> 95% ultrafast
bootstrap – bp). Dots on nodes indicate medium support (90–95% ultrafast bootstrap; orange colour), or low support (< 90% ultrafast bootstrap;
blue colour). Red asterisks indicate the identified ling-branch taxa in this study (refer to the right figure). (Right) Distribution of long branch (LB)
scores of all sampled taxa in this study. The boxes of identified fast-evolving taxa are highlighted in red. Abbreviations (from top to bottom of
Figure): R, Remipedia; Branchi, Branchiopoda; Cepha, Cephalocarida; Syn, Syncarida; H, Hoplocarida; Phy, Phyllocarida; Theco, Thecostraca; Allo,
Allotriocarida; Multi, Multicrustacea.
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2017; Prasanna et al., 2020). Incomplete taxon sampling was

proposed to be responsible for questionable phylogenetic

groupings, for instance, Branchiopoda + Hexapoda was inferred

when Remipedia was missing in previous works (Schwentner et al.,

2017; Schwentner et al., 2018; Lozano-Fernandez et al., 2019). As

most previous prior phylogenetic studies recovered Hexapoda as

the sister to Remipedia or Xenocarida (Remipedia + Cephalocarida)

(Regier et al., 2010; Von Reumont et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2013;

Oakley et al., 2013; Misof et al., 2014; Schwentner et al., 2017;

Schwentner et al., 2018), to examine whether Hexapoda was

attracted to cluster with Remipedia by these two clades,

Cephalocarida and Remipedia were excluded from M3-70

separately and together (i.e., Xenocarida) to form three new

matrices (M3-70-Ce1, M3-70-R1, and M3-70-CeR1). Gene-

partitioned concatenated analyses were conducted in IQ-TREE as

described above to examine if removing these clades resulted in

drastic changes in the affinity of Hexapoda.

2.3.2.2 Matrices of slow evolving loci

Phylogenetic analyses using fast-evolving loci are expected to be

more prone to LBA errors. Here, the effect of evolutionary rates on

LBA and topological instability were tested in the full 70% taxa

occupancy matrix (M0-70), in LB taxa removed matrices (M3-70),

and in selective hexapod pruning matrices (M3-70-T4, M3-70-T5).

We ranked the loci by mean pairwise identities (as proxies for the

evolutionary rate, see Steenwyk et al., 2021) and divided the

matrices into three partitions with equal size, termed fast,

intermediate, and slow evolutionary rates. 12 new matrices were

constructed (M0-70-slow, M0-70-intermediate, M0-70-fast, M3-

70-slow, M3-70-intermediate, M3-70-fast, M3-70-slow-T4, M3-

70-intermediate-T4, M3-70-fast-T4, M3-70-slow-T5, M3-70-

intermediate-T5, M3-70-fast-T5). IQ-TREE and ASTRAL

analyses were conducted. Here, we expect the effect of LBA would

manifest the most in matrices of fast-evolving loci without

removing LB taxa. The effect of evolutionary rates in LB clade

removal matrices (Copepoda, M3-70-C1) was also examined using

IQ-TREE. A new matrix M3-70-slow-C1 was constructed to

investigate the slow-evolving loci.
2.3.2.3 Site-heterogeneous model

Using site heterogeneous models in phylogenetic analyses can

alleviate the effect of LBA (Lartillot et al., 2007). To determine if

some topologies were caused by LBA, we compared the results of

ML trees generated from site-homogeneous and site-heterogeneous

models. We tested the effect of employing site-heterogeneous model

in combination with controlling missing data (M0-50 and M0-70),

removing LB taxa (M3-70), slow-evolving loci (M3-70-slow), and

incomplete hexapod sampling (M3-70-T4 and M3-70-T5). The ML

analyses with site-heterogeneous models (the posterior mean site

frequency model) (Wang et al., 2018) were conducted using IQ-

TREE v.1.6.12. The starting trees for each selected matrix were first

estimated through basic ML tree searches (-m LG+I+G -bb 2000),

and then, analyses on site-heterogeneous models were then

conducted using LG+C20+F+G and the estimated starting trees.
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2.4 Effect of incomplete lineage sorting

To test the various phylogenetic hypotheses in subsequent

analyses, at least six constrained tree searches were conducted for

the constructed matrices with constraints on the relationships

between Branchiopoda, Cephalocarida, Copepoda, Hexapoda and

Remipedia, according to Topo1-7. The tested hypotheses include six

conflicting topologies found in this study (Topo1-3,5-7) and one

proposed in previous studies (Topo4) (Figure 2B) (Meusemann

et al., 2010; Regier et al., 2010; Von Reumont et al., 2012; Lee et al.,

2013; Oakley et al., 2013; Lozano-Fernandez et al., 2016;

Schwentner et al., 2017; Schwentner et al., 2018; Lozano-

Fernandez et al., 2019). The phylogenetic relationships of taxa

within these clades were not constrained during the tree searches.

Incomplete lineage sorting can cause discordance in gene trees.

To assess the underlying disagreement and proportion of gene

support at interested bipartitions of all competing hypotheses, gCF

(gene concordance factors) and sCF (site concordance factors)

calculations were implemented in IQ-TREE v.2.02 (Minh et al.,

2020). The factors were calculated in 10 matrices: M0-70, M3-70,

M3-70-slow, M3-70-inter, M3-70-T4, M3-70-inter-T4, M3-70-T5,

M3-70-slow-T5, M3-70-inter-T5, and M3-70-C1. These matrices

were selected to determine the impact of taxon occupancy, removal

of LB taxa, slow evolutionary rate, and incomplete hexapod

sampling on the confidence level of resulting topologies in this

study. Unconstrained topologies inferred by ML with partitioned

models and all other inferred constrained topologies (Topo1-7) of

every selected matrix were subjected to the assessment.

In addition, discordance analyses of gene trees (Sayyari et al.,

2018) were also used to examine the support from the gene tree for

uncovered hypotheses and every possible relationship for

Allotriocarida + Copepoda, as a complement to gene concordance

analysis in IQ-TREE. This analysis utilised gene trees of the selected

matrices and was performed in DiscoVista v.1.0.

To investigate the connection between ILS and gene tree

discordance in the deep-level phylogeny of Allotriocarida +

Copepoda, a chi-square test was conducted. This test determined

the likelihood of ILS being present in the datasets, as outlined in

http://www.robertlanfear.com/blog/files/concordance_factors.html.

The assumption is that when there are equal frequencies of genes

that support discordant topologies at a specific branch, ILS is likely

to be present.

To further explore the incidence of ILS in Pancrustacea, relative

frequency analyses in six selected matrices (M0-70, M3-70, M3-70-

slow, M3-50-T4, M3-50-T5 and M3-50-C1) were conducted in

ASTRAL v.514.2. The matrices were chosen to investigate the effect

of ILS in inferring the phylogeny of Allotriocarida + Copepoda and to

examine the combined effect of ILS and other systemic errors,

including LBA and incomplete taxon sampling. ASTRAL trees were

inferred from matrices with the most orthogroups in each filter

category to increase the accuracy of species-tree construction. The

quartet support proportion for all branches was measured by analysing

the ASTRAL results of each selected data set and visualising them in

DiscoVista. When there is ILS, comparable support proportion can be

found in both alternative topologies in a node.
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2.5 Phylogenetic signal analyses

We used gene-wise likelihood scores (DGLS), which detects the

distribution of phylogenetic signals among loci, to compare the

credibility of the constrained and unconstrained trees. DGLS were

calculated as described by Shen et al. (2017). The locus-specific

likelihood of seven competing hypotheses across 13 selected

matrices were compared separately (M0-70 M3-70, M3-70-slow,

M3-70-inter, M3-70-fast, M3-70-T4, M3-70-slow-T4, M3-70-inter-

T4, M3-70-fast-T4, M3-70-T5, M3-70-slow-T5, M3-70-inter-T5
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and M3-70-fast-T5). The matrices were selected to study how

phylogenetic support varies with different topologies when

different strategies are used to reduce LBA error. Matrices of fast-

evolving genes were also selected to inspect the favoured topologies

of these genes. The gene-specific log-likelihoods of the individual

gene tree were calculated using IQ-TREE.

To evaluate the effect of disproportionately strong phylogenetic

signals on the resulting topologies, genes with unusually high DGLS
values (outliers, as defined by Shen et al., 2017) were excluded. The

remaining genes were subjected to tree construction using IQ-TREE
A

B

FIGURE 2

(A) The composition of 30 matrices used in this study and topological discordance observed in the matrices with varied taxon occupancy, taxon
sampling and evolutionary rates analysed in three different analytical frameworks, ML with partitioned models, ML with site-heterogeneous models
(IQ-TREE) and coalescent-based approach (ASTRAL). The colours of squares in the last three columns correspond to a competing hypothesis
(Topo1-7) inferred (see Key). The thick light green square highlights the recovered topologies of clade-removed matrices (C1, Ce1, O1, R1 and CeR1),
inside the thick light green square indicates which “Topo” (Topo1-7) that the recovered topology of clade-removed matrices is equivalent to. In
detail: (1) for C1, Topo1 = Topo6 & Topo7, Topo2 = Topo5; (2) for Ce1, Topo1 = Topo2 & Topo3; (3) for O1 and R1, Topo1 = Topo1 only; (4) for
CeR1, Topo1 = Topo2 & Topo3. (B) (Left) Competing topologies for the position of Branchiopoda, Cephalocarida, Copepoda, Hexapoda and
Remipedia. Topo1-3 & 5-7 are recovered in different tree estimations in this study. Topo4 is traditional Allotriocarida phylogeny that has been
repeatedly recovered in previous works. (Right) The thick light green square highlights the topologies inferred from clade-removed matrices.
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with partitioned models. M0-70 and M3-70 were used to explore

the presence of strong signals in datasets with or with less LBA.

To assess the impact of removing LB taxa on systemic biases in

each conflicting topology, the biases across different datasets and

topologies were compared. Specifically, we compared M3-70 and

M0-70, which differed in their LB filtering approach. We used

genesortR to estimate the systematic bias of loci in M3-70 and M0-

70. Loci that favoured each competing hypothesis were subsampled.

Then, five potential biases (taxon occupancy, missing data, percentages

of informative sites, treeness, and average patristic distance) were

compared between the seven competing hypotheses and M3-70 and

M0-70. Wilcoxon rank-sum tests were conducted to determine if there

was a significant difference in systematic errors between the topologies.
3 Results and discussion

The data matrices comprised 283 to 1086 orthogroups with

90,159 to 424,168 amino acid positions and 13% to 23% missing

data. The filtering and subsampling strategies of all data matrices in

this study are summarised in Figure 2A.

The subsequent discussion focuses on seven hypotheses

(topologies) regarding the phylogenetic relationships of Copepoda

and the clades within Allotriocarida that are recovered in this and

previous studies (Figure 2B). This include six tree topologies that

were recovered in most of our phylogenetic analyses (Topo1-3, 5-7,

Supplementary Figures S1-S52). We also include Topo4, which was

frequently recovered in previous works (Meusemann et al., 2010;

Regier et al., 2010; Andrew, 2011; Von Reumont et al., 2012; Lee

et al., 2013; Oakley et al., 2013; Misof et al., 2014; Schwentner et al.,

2017; Lozano-Fernandez et al., 2019), but was not recovered in

this study.
3.1 Phylogenetic implications for basal
splits of pancrustaceans

3.1.1 Remipedia +Hexapoda is supported and
Xenocarida is rejected

Hexapoda was sister to Remipedia in five of the topologies

(Topo1-2, 5-7), equivalent to over 97% of recovered trees

(Figure 2A; Supplementary Figure S1-S52), with maximal branch

support, regardless of taxon occupancy, LB taxa removal,

substitution models and tree inference methods (ultrafast

bootstrap resampling frequency – BP = 100%; posterior

probability - pp =1), and this relationship corroborates with the

prevalent hypothesis of the hexapod’s origin (Von Reumont et al.,

2012; Oakley et al., 2013; Schwentner et al., 2017; Schwentner et al.,

2018; Lozano-Fernandez et al., 2019; Bernot et al., 2023). In

contrast, two less well-accepted hypotheses of Hexapoda

placement received minimal support here: (1) Branchiopoda +

Hexapoda (Glenner et al., 2006; Meusemann et al., 2010; Andrew,

2011; Rota-Stabelli et al., 2011; Borner et al., 2014; Dell’Ampio et al.,

2014; Lozano-Fernandez et al., 2016) is never recovered in any of

our tree inferences, while (2) Xenocarida (Cephalocarida+

Remipedia) + Hexapoda (Regier et al., 2010; Schwentner et al.,
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2018) was only recovered and weakly supported by one of the fast-

evolving gene matrices, which is prone to LBA error (Topo3;

Figure 2A; M3-70-fast-T4; ML with partitioned models;

Supplementary Figure S13). It was suggested that these groupings

may be fallacies stemming from incomplete taxon sampling of

Allotriocarida (especially when Remipedia and Cephalocarida were

missing) and LBA, respectively (Von Reumont et al., 2012;

Schwentner et al., 2017; Schwentner et al., 2018; Lozano-

Fernandez et al., 2019; Bernot et al., 2023). The underlying

relationship of Xenocarida with LBA will be discussed in

Section 3.2.3.

3.1.2 Close relationships between Copepoda
and Allotriocarida

In this study, the clustering of Copepoda within the paraphyletic

Allotriocarida (Topo1-3, 7) or the sister grouping of Copepoda to

Allotriocarida (Topo5-6) was well supported in the inferred trees,

regardless of taxon occupancy, LB taxa removal, substitution models,

tree inference methods, as well as evolutionary rates. Copepoda has

been traditionally regarded as a member of Multicrustacea

(Meusemann et al., 2010; Regier et al., 2010; Andrew, 2011; Lee

et al., 2013; Oakley et al., 2013). Here, after using multiple methods to

mitigate systematic errors, we provide strong evidence that Copepoda

is closely related to Allotriocarida, and that Multicrustacea is

paraphyletic. The close relationship between Copepoda and

Allotriocarida was recovered in a few studies when tree searches

were conducted using site-heterogenous models, which is regarded as

an approach for reducing the effect of LBA (Rota-Stabelli et al., 2013;

Schwentner et al., 2017; Schwentner et al., 2018; Lozano-Fernandez

et al., 2019). Thus, the conflicts in the placement of Copepoda might

be mostly attributable to LBA (see further discussion in section 3.2)

(Lartillot and Philippe, 2004; Lartillot et al., 2007; Whelan and

Halanych, 2016; Feuda et al., 2017).

Bernot et al. (2023) reported comparable results with respect to

the placement of Copepoda. Their analysis of the complete

taxonomic sample dataset - Data set 2, revealed that Copepoda is

closely related to Allotriocarida in ML (both site-homogeneous and

site-heterogeneous models), BI, and ASTRAL analyses. Despite the

presence of multiple polytomies in the ASTRAL species tree (their

Figure 3), Copepoda was consistently recovered to be clustered in or

sister to Allotriocarida. It is noteworthy that the main difference

between our taxon sampling is that Bernot et al. (2023)’s study

includes a broader range of samples in Amphipoda and Isopoda

(Peracarida), while we sampled more Copepoda and Branchiopoda.

3.1.3 Uncertain placements of Branchiopoda,
Copepoda and Cephalocarida

In our study, the phylogenetic position of Branchiopoda,

Copepoda and Cephalocarida has been sensitive to analytical

methods and data filtering without obvious pattern (Figure 2A),

as shown in Topo1-2 and 5-7 (Figure 2B), making it impossible to

deduce the credibility of various hypotheses at the current stage.

Most of our inferred topologies recovered Cephalocarida as sister to

the (paraphyletic) Allotriocarida + Copepoda clade (Topo1,7),

which was also found in a few prior studies (Rota-Stabelli et al.,
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2013; Schwentner et al., 2017; Schwentner et al., 2018; Lozano-

Fernandez et al., 2019), or as a sister of Hexapoda + Remipedia

(Topo2, 5), which has never been reported before. Cephalocarida as

sister to Remipedia (Topo3) and as the early split of a

(monophyletic) Allotriocarida (Topo6) were only recorded in

three of our analyses and were thus deemed unlikely.

In our analyses, Copepoda was either inferred to be nested

within a paraphyletic Allotriocarida (Topo1-3, 7), usually as sister

to Branchiopoda, or a sister to a monophyletic Allotriocarida

(Topo5, 6) with strong statistical support (pp =1). Rota-Stabelli

et al. (2013) (analyses of CAT-GTR; their Figures 1C, D) recovered

a sister relationship between Copepoda and Branchiopoda, whereas

the remaining relationships were never observed. We did not

recover Copepoda grouping with Remipedia + Hexapoda as

Lozano-Fernandez et al. (2019) did.

Branchiopoda was recovered as a sister to Copepoda in IQ-Tree

analyses (Topo1-3). The class was mostly inferred to be sister to

Hexapoda + Remipedia in previous molecular studies, which is also

recovered in eight of our ASTRAL analyses (Topo6 and Topo7).

However, ten ASTRAL analyses recovered a new alternative

hypothesis, with Branchiopoda as a sister to the clade Cephalocarida

+ Hexapoda + Remipedia (Topo5).

ASTRAL and IQ-Tree analyses recovered different topologies

(see Figure 2A; Supplementary Figures S32-S52). Contradictory tree

topologies between analytical approaches were also observed in the

phylogenomic study of Bernot et al. (2023). Copepoda was found at

the earliest diverging position of Allotriocarida in the coalescent

tree of Data set 2 (their Figure 3E) instead of Cephalocarida in the

ML tree (their Figure 3B). It has been shown that tree accuracy is

lower in concatenation-based analyses when conflicting gene

histories (e.g. ILS or hidden paralogy) are present (Degnan and

Rosenberg, 2009; Edwards, 2009; Nakhleh, 2013; Mirarab et al.,

2016; Scornavacca and Galtier, 2017). In contrast, the accuracy of

coalescent-based studies is prone to gene tree estimation error,

which could originate from inaccurate gene alignments (Springer

and Gatesy, 2016; Blom et al., 2017; Simmons and Kessenich, 2020).

Therefore, the topological disagreement between methods could

stem from underlying gene tree conflict or gene tree estimation

error (GTEE) in the phylogeny of Pancrustacea (further discussed

in Section 3.4) (Edwards et al., 2016; Pease et al., 2016; Bravo et al.,

2019; Jiang et al., 2020).

Bernot et al. (2023) found that not only the phylogenetic

placements of Branchiopoda, Copepoda and Cephalocarida varied

among tree construction methods, but also Remipedia and

Hexapoda. With regard to Data set 2, Topo1 was recovered from

ML analyses using both site-homogenous and site-heterogenous

models and presented as the primary hypothesis of their study. On

the other hand, BI analyses recovered an unusual internal structure

of Allotriocarida. While ML analyses identified Remipedia as the

sister group of Hexapoda, BI analyses revealed Remipedia and

Copepoda as sister groups and ASTRAL analyses showed

Remipedia forming a polytomy with paraphyletic Hexapoda. The

sister group of Branchiopoda was different among ML, BI and

ASTRAL analyses. Cephalocarida was found to be the earliest
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diverging clade of Allotriocarida + Copepoda and remained stable

across ML and BI analyses.
3.2 Evidence of LBA based on species
tree topologies

Based on LB score calculation, markedly higher rates of evolution

was found in 13 taxa and one clade displayed when compared to other

lineages, indicating that the pancrustacean phylogeny may be

susceptible to LBA error. Bernot et al. (2023) also discovered LB

taxa from their Data sets 1 and 2. We found that seven out of eight LB

taxa they identified were identical to ours. These included three

Copepoda, two Hexapoda (Drosophila melanogaster and Folsomia

candida), one Branchiopoda (Branchinecta lindahli), and one

Ostracoda (Conchoecia obtusata). Therefore, to probe the impact of

LBA in pancrustacean phylogenetic inference, we applied in our

analyses several LBA-mitigation strategies, including using site-

heterogenous model in ML analyses, removing LB taxa and clade,

and binning genes by evolutionary rates (Lartillot and Philippe, 2004;

Lartillot et al., 2007; Soubrier et al., 2012; Ballesteros and Sharma, 2019;

Duchêne et al., 2022). While we found that the ML trees constructed

using site-heterogeneous models, which were supposed to alleviate

LBA effect, were identical to the corresponding trees based on

partitioned models, regardless of subsampling based on LB taxa and

evolutionary rates (Figure 2A; Supplementary Figures S27-S31), this

might be because the heterogenous model was insufficient to account

for the model violation and assumption violation (i.e., gene history

congruence due to biological processes like ILS) in this group instead of

an absence of LBA error. Rather, we found notable differences in tree

topologies inferred from matrices with the removal of LB taxa and

clades, and matrices of different evolutionary rates, strongly suggesting

the disposition of current phylogenomic datasets to LBA errors when

relevant factors were not considered.

3.2.1 Long branch taxa and clade removal
impacted ASTRAL species tree estimations

We found that ASTRAL analyses were markedly affected by LB

taxa and clade removal, yielding Topo5 from the M3-50 and M3-70

matrices versus Topo6 from the unfiltered datasets (Figures 2A, 3B;

Supplementary Figures S34, S35, S39). The further removal of the

fast-evolving clade (Copepoda; M3-70-C1) returned Topo1

(equivalent to Topo4,6,7 without Copepoda, details refer to

Figure 2B left) in the ASTRAL analysis (Supplementary Figures

S19, S32). However, ML tree topologies were generally not impacted

by such operation. For instance, the unfiltered matrices (M0-50 and

M0-70) and the exclusion of 13 LB taxa (M3-50 and M3-70)

concordantly yielded Topo1 in ML analyses (Figure 1A;

Supplementary Figures 1, 5, 6). Summary tree approaches heavily

depend on phylogenetic information and inferred topologies from

every gene tree included (Degnan and Rosenberg, 2009; Nakhleh,

2013; Mirarab et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2018). This topological

inconsistency in the summary coalescent method implies that the

removal of LB taxa and LB clade resulted in different changes in the

gene tree topology, possibly improving the gene trees by eliminating
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spurious groupings from LBA errors. Whether and how these

changes in gene tree topology resulted from LB taxa removal

impacted the support and the phylogeny of Allotriocarida +

Copepoda is further discussed in Section 3.3. Although Copepoda

and LB taxa exclusion have no observable effect on tree topology in

ML analysis, the exclusion of Copepoda and LB taxa considerably

influences gene tree topologies as reflected in ASTRAL analyses.

3.2.2 Matrices of different evolutionary rates
resulted in different topologies

We found that loci filtering by evolutionary rate exhibit a

greater influence on topological uncertainty in concatenation and

summary tree analyses than LB taxa and clade exclusion. Both ML

and ASTRAL analyses yielded three discordant topologies from the

three datasets with different evolutionary rates (Figure 2A). The

fast-evolving gene matrices (with less-conserved genes) (M0-70-fast

and M3-70-fast) uniformly recovered a strange relationship where

paraphyletic Hexapoda clustered with Remipedia (“Others” in

Figure 3A, see Supplementary Figures S4, S8 for further details)

in ML and ASTRAL analyses (note that Freitas et al. (2018) also

challenged the monophyly of Hexapoda using summary tree
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method). In addition, ML tree searches of slowly-evolving genes

resulted in Topo2, with Cephalocarida sister to Hexapoda +

Remipedia (M0-70-slow and M3-70-slow; Figure 3A;

Supplementary Figure S2), as opposed to the invariable discovery

of Topo1 from non-subsampled matrices (M0-50, M0-70, M3-50,

and M3-70) and genes of intermediate evolutionary rate (M0-70-

intermediate and M3-70-intermediate; Supplementary Figures S3,

S7). We note that Topo2 was not recovered by Bernot et al. (2023),

which might be because no subsampling of the data matrices by

evolutionary rates was conducted in their study. As LBA should be

more severe in tree inference from matrices with faster-evolving

genes, the disparity of topologies recovered from genes of different

evolutionary rates suggests that LBA is a potential source of

systematic error in pancrustacean phylogenetic analyses, possibly

leading to inaccurate tree inference when evolutionary rates of

genes were not considered. Nonetheless, when slowly-evolving

genes were subsampled from M0-70 and M3-70 matrices,

ASTRAL analyses resulted in a change from Topo6 to Topo5 and

from Topo5 to Topo7, respectively, regarding the relationships of

the five focal taxa, and also consistently yield an unusual sister

relationships between Oligostraca and Communostraca (not shown
A B

FIGURE 3

The phylogenomic relationship of 93 pancrustacean taxa and nodal support values across concatenation-based and coalescent-based methods
shows two conflicting hypotheses, i.e., Topo2 and Topo5, respectively. Denoted and coloured bipartitions indicate the major clades within
Pancrustacea. (A) Concatenation-based species tree based on ML with the partitioned model (IQ-TREE) of slowly evolving loci (M3-70-slow),
showing Topo2. All unlabelled nodes indicate high support (> 95% ultrafast bootstrap). Dots on nodes indicate medium support (90–95% ultrafast
bootstrap; orange colour), or low support (< 90% ultrafast bootstrap; blue colour). (B) Coalescence-based species tree based on ASTRAL of M3-50,
showing Topo5. All unlabelled nodes indicate high support (> 0.95 posterior probability - pp). Dots on nodes indicate medium support (0.90–0.95
posterior probability; orange colour), or low support (< 0.90 posterior probability; blue colour). Abbreviations (from top to bottom): Syn, Syncarida;
H, Hoplocarida; Phy, Phyllocarida; Theco, Thecostraca; R, Remipedia; Branchi, Branchiopoda; Cepha, Cephalocarida; Multi, Multicrustacea.
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in Figure 3A, see Supplementary Figures S36, S40 for detail). This

could be explained as topological errors in estimating the species

tree, as the errors tend to decrease as the number of input gene trees

increases in ASTRAL analysis (Mirarab et al., 2016).

3.2.3 LBA is exacerbated by incomplete
hexapod sampling

Hexapoda is the most species-rich group of animals on earth,

making its complete taxonomic sampling a challenge. Uneven

sampling, which may lack representations of early or recently

diverged lineages of hexapods, can be detrimental to tree accuracy

by introducing unexpected LBs (Hendy and Penny, 1989; Poe, 2003;

Wiens, 2005). Although the availability of Hexapoda genomic

materials drastically increased in the past decades, not all

previous Pancrustacea phylogenetic studies samples evenly

covered both early and recently diverged lineages of Hexapoda

(Regier et al., 2005; Schwentner et al., 2017; Schwentner et al., 2018).

This study conducted two sets of incomplete sampling of hexapods

to test the impact on the relationships within Allotriocarida +

Copepoda, especially the position of hexapods. M3-T4, which only

retained the recently diverged Holometabola among hexapod taxa,

displayed a much longer Hexapoda branch than another biasedly

sampled matrix, M3-T5. Notably, most matrices with T4 hexapod

pruning (matrix group of M3-T4) recovered Topo1, including a

slow-evolving matrix (Supplementary Figures S9-S12). It could be

interpreted that using slowly-evolving genes only could not alleviate

profound LBA artefacts exacerbated by incomplete taxon sampling

(forming stronger non-phylogenetic signals and obscure true

phylogenetic signals) in this phylogeny. In agreement with

previous works and Section 3.1.1, Xenocarida, which was only

recovered in a fast-evolving loci matrix (M3-70-fast-T4), is a

conceivable LBA artefact (Supplementary Figure S13). Thus, in

agreement with previous studies (Agnarsson and May-Collado,

2008; Ontano et al., 2021; Benavides et al., 2023), unbiased

hexapod sampling is crucial in resolving the Hexapoda-Crustacea

relationship (in alleviating the LBA artefacts).

Complementary to our findings, Bernot et al. (2023) parallelly

discovered the presence of LBA in pancrustacean phylogeny (inferring

Xenocarida) using a reduced taxon sampling matrix, i.e., Data set 1.

Notably, coinciding with our M3-T4, five out of the six hexapods

sampled in Data set 1 were Holometabola, a recently diverged

hexapod we kept in M3-T4. It is possible that such taxon sampling

of Hexapoda in Data set 1 further exacerbated LBA introduced by the

incomplete sampling among lineages of Allotriocarida. It might

explain several unusual interclass relationships of Allotriocarida

inferred using Data set 1, such as Copepoda + Hexapoda (their

Figure 3F), not just Xenocarida in our M3-70-T4-fast.

It is observed that spurious groupings were recovered from the

data set that have missing allotriocaridan lineages, like Remipedia

and Cephalocarida (e.g. Meusemann et al., 2010). Nonetheless,

inconsistent with the previous proposal, the effect of incomplete

sampling of allotriocaridan lineages was negligible in the ML results

here. The clade deletion experiment indicates the relationships of

Allotriocarida, especially the derived position of Hexapoda, were
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not affected by excluding possible sister groups of Hexapoda

(Remipedia, Cephalocarida, and Xenocarida) and outgroups

(Chelicerata and Myriapoda) (Supplementary Figures S21-S25).

Other systematic errors, such as inaccurate orthology inference

and LBA, may be responsible for such groupings in previous works,

instead of the missing lineages.

In summary, LBA plays a role in causing topological uncertainty

in the relationship of Allotriocarida + Copepoda. Removing the

least conserved loci with noise and bias is more effective in

alleviating LBA in the deep conflicting branches of Allotriocarida

than removing fast-evolving clades and taxa in concatenation-based

analyses. The unstable results of the coalescent-based method

indicate that excluding LB taxa and clades significantly alters the

gene tree topologies. We suggest that both the identification and

removal of LB taxa and clades could achieve reliable pancrustacean

phylogeny in the future. Moreover, markers with a slow mutation

rate should be chosen, and complete hexapod sampling is crucial in

resolving the deep nodes in the tree of Pancrustacea. Another

available method including selecting phylogenetic markers based

on informativeness while accounting for LBA could be considered

in further studies on LBA-prone lineages (Su and Townsend, 2015).
3.3 Evidence of LBA based on
phylogenetic signals

Analysing the bootstrap frequency offers minimal information

about the suspected incongruent phylogenetic signals in the

pancrustacean phylogeny, as suggested by discrepant results of

ML and summary tree approaches. To examine topological

discordance among the seven competing hypotheses and the

influence of LBA found in this study, concordance factors

calculation, discordance analyses on gene trees and DGLS test

were performed (Figures 4–6).

3.3.1 Concordance factor analyses reveal LBA
decreases phylogenetic support of deep nodes of
Allotriocarida + Copepoda

gCF and sCF offer direct assessments of uncertainties in the

recovered topologies. For all of the seven topologies (Topo1-7)

subjected to this assessment and in all assessed matrices, we found

invariably low and equivocal gCF and sCF values (<50%) at the basal

splits of Allotriocarida + Copepoda, suggesting that none of the

bipartitions considered was supported by most gene trees (Figure 4).

The combination of low gCF and sCF values can indicate limited

phylogenetic information in alignments and conflicting signals for

the clade (Minh et al., 2020). Here, Remipedia + Hexapoda and

Allotriocarida + Copepoda uniformly received higher support from

the gene trees than Hexapoda + Xenocarida and Copepoda +

Communostraca across data sets (Figure 4: chart Hexapoda, all

matrices; chart Copepoda: Topo4 vs. others, all matrices). In

contrast, more than one alternative placement of Branchiopoda,

Cephalocarida and Copepoda received comparable support

(Figure 4: chart Branchiopoda, chart Cephalocarida and chart
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Copepoda; all matrices). Notably, using loci with different

evolutionary rates and removing LB taxa markedly improved

support for several recovered placements. After removing LB taxa,

the percentage of supporting gene trees increased by over 30% in the

following five groupings (Figure 4; comparing the bars of M0-70 with

M3-70 in the following placements): (1) Hexapoda + Remipedia

(chart Hexapoda), (2) Cephalocarida + (Hexapoda + Remipedia)

(chart Cephalocarida: Topo2, 5), (3) Copepoda + (Branchiopoda +

Remipedia + Hexapoda) (chart Copepoda: Topo7), (4) Copepoda at

the base of Allotriocarida (chart Copepoda, Topo5, 6), and (5)

Allotriocarida + Copepoda (chart Allotriocarida: both). This

observation suggests that non-phylogenetic signals from LBA mask
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the true phylogenetic signals, resulting in reduced confidence in the

unresolved deep nodes of Allotriocarida, and that LB taxa affect the

accuracy of the phylogenetic tree estimation for Allotriocarida +

Copepoda. Furthermore, genes with slow evolutionary rates favoured

two alternative hypotheses: Copepoda sister to Allotriocarida, and

((Branchiopoda + Copepoda) + (Cephalocarida + Remipedia +

Hexapoda)) (Figure 4, chart Copepoda: Topo5,6; chart

Allotriocarida, left; compare M3-70 with M3-70-slow). Concurring

with the analysis regarding evolutionary rates in Section 3.2.2, slowly

evolving matrices favoured groupings constituting Topo2. Since

slowly-evolving genes are better-suited for LBA-plagued phylogeny,

these obscure placements should be considered valid competing
FIGURE 4

Low support from the analysed genes for various topologies regarding the relationships of Allotriocarida and Copepoda. Invariably low gCF values
(gene concordance factors) are found at deep-level Allotriocarida phylogeny across ten selected matrices. The high-level uncertainty indicates the
presence of conflicting signals at the deep-level phylogeny. For every member of Allotriocarida + Copepoda, gCF values of every recovered
placement calculated from each tested matrix are separately shown. Graphic displays of every assessed relationship (Node) are placed under
corresponding sets of gCF data. The grey circles contain numbers that indicate the “Topo” that supports the relationship (indicated by 1-7; “all”
means the hypothesis can be recovered in all “Topo”).
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placements within Allotriocarida. A surge in support for Xenocarida

(Topo3) was recorded in M3-70-T4 and M3-70-inter-T4 (Figure 4,

chart Cephalocarida: Topo3; compare M3-70 with M3-70-T4), in

agreement with exacerbated LBA found in the biased hexapod

sampled M3-T4 (as discussed in Section 3.2.3).
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Discordance analyses of gene trees (Sayyari et al., 2018) corroborated

with the concordance factor examination, providing extra evidence of the

deficient support for the deep-level phylogeny of Pancrustacea. It largely

agreed with the finding about the inconclusive placements within

Allotriocarida described above (Figure 5).
FIGURE 5

Discordance analysis of gene trees concludes a similar result as Figure 4. Remipedia + Hexapoda and Allotriocarida + Copepoda received slightly
higher support from gene trees than the other hypotheses (except Remipedia + Cephalocarida). The relationships that were examined are arranged
in descending order of the degree of support from the gene trees, from left to right. The red boxes and lines indicate the hypothetical (possible)
topologies not recovered from any species tree estimation in this study.
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FIGURE 6

Distribution of phylogenetic signals shows that no hypothesis is supported by a majority of gene trees and the decline of the support of Topo3 and
Topo4 after LB taxa removal. (A) DGLS distributions show phylogenetic support for seven competing hypotheses across 13 selected matrices. Over
70% of genes supported Hexapoda + Remipedia and Allotriocarida + Copepoda in all data sets. The pale orange boxes above the bars indicate the
included matrix families (M3, M3-T4 and M3-T5) (B) The percentage changes in genes supporting unconstrained topologies of each tested matrix
and Topo4. Gene-wise likelihood scores between these two topologies are compared exclusively. Unconstrained topologies of the matrices always
gain a higher percentage of support from genes. After removing LB taxa and using slow-evolving genes, the number of genes supporting Topo4
decreases. However, it increases when fast-evolving genes are used. (C-G) Summary of five systemic errors between Topo1-7 for M0-70 and M3-
70. Wilcoxon rank-sum test was performed between Topo1, 2 and Topo3, 4. (NS, p > 0.05; *p < 0.05, and ***p < 0.001). Genes favouring Topo4
show a significantly higher level of average patristic distance and a significantly lower treeness value than Topo2 and Topo1, respectively.
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3.3.2 DGLS analyses suggest Multicrustacea and
Xenocarida are LBA artefacts

The distribution of concatenation-based phylogenetic signals of

genes in data sets was investigated by calculating gene-wise log-

likelihood scores (DGLS) (Shen et al., 2017). No competing

hypothesis (Topo1-7) was favoured by more than 50% of genes in

any tested matrices (Figure 6A). Notably, DGLS of all ASTRAL

recovered hypotheses (Topo5-7) were uniformly low in all

matrices, in agreement with a general inconsistency of loci support

between concatenated and coalescence methods (Shen et al., 2021).

Remipedia + Hexapoda and Copepoda + Allotriocarida (Topo1-2, 5-

7) were favoured by 40% more genes than Xenocarida (Topo3) and

Copepoda + Communostraca (Topo4; Multicrustacea). Notably,

Topo4 was best supported in fast-evolving genes (M3-70-fast)

compared with genes with slow and intermediate evolutionary rates

(M3-70-slow andM3-70-intermediate), suggesting that it was likely a

misleading inference stemming from LBA. Additionally, loci

supporting Copepoda + Communostraca (Topo4; Multicrustacea)

exhibited higher average patristic distances (APD) than those

supporting Topo2 (M3-70: p-value < 0.05) and a lower treeness

than Topo1 (M3-70: p-value < 0.001). Higher APD values are related

to a higher chance of LBA artefacts, and low treeness implies a lower

signal-to-noise ratio (Figures 6D, E). Therefore, it further suggests

Multicrustacea (Topo4) was probably a result of noise and error in

the data sets.

We further compared the likelihood scores of the unconstrained

topology in five matrices (M0-70, M3-70, M3-70-slow, M3-70-

intermediate, and M3-70-fast) with those in Topo4 (Figure 6B).

The percentage of genes favouring unconstrained topologies was

consistently higher than Topo4, and the number of genes favouring

Topo4 decreased in the slow-evolving matrix. This result further

indicates that the clustering of Copepoda + Communostraca

(Multicrustacea) was attested by LBA errors and its non-

phylogenetic signals (Álvarez and Wendel, 2003; Struck, 2014).

Consistent with the gCF result, the DGLS for Topo2 was

improved after LB taxa removal (Figure 6A, M3-70) and the

employment of slowly-evolving genes (Figure 6A, M3-70-slow),

while it vastly dropped in the fast-evolving matrix (Figure 6A, M3-

70-fast). Furthermore, fewer genes supported Topo3 and Topo4 after

removing 13 LB taxa (Figure 6A, M0-70 vs. M3-70), revealing that

Xenocarida (Topo3) was also a potential artefact supported by non-

phylogenetic signals from LBA (in accordance with above

phylogenomics result and LBA examination; Sections 3.1.1 and 3.2.3).

3.3.3 DGLS analyses further suggest incomplete
hexapod sampling introduces spurious groupings

Loci favouring the unconstrained topologies and the most

highly supported topologies of four matrices (M0-70, M3-70, M3-

70-slow and M3-70-T5) were isolated and subjected to tree

construction separately. The resulting ML trees mirrored the

favoured hypotheses, except M3-70-T5, which recovered spurious

groupings across Allotriocarida and Multicrustacea (Supplementary

Figures S53, S54). It validates the presence of phylogenetic signals

that support the unconstrained topologies in complete sampled

matrices and highlights the phylogenetic errors derived from

incomplete taxon sampling. It indicates the recovered topologies
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in complete sampled matrices (M0-70, M3-70 and M3-70-slow) are

supported by consistent phylogenetic signals. The erroneous

groupings recovered in M3-70-T5 show that there are hidden

noise and errors in this incomplete sampled data set.

Unexpectedly, Topo2 was recovered in ML analyses using all

matrices of incompletely sampled hexapod taxa set T5, except in M3-

70-inter-T5, which yielded Topo1 (Figure 2A). As seen in DGLS
analyses, the proportions of loci favouring Topo4 were exceptionally

high in M3-70-inter-T5 and M3-70-fast-T5 (Figure 6A). The

phylogenomic tree reconstruction of the Topo2-favored gene set

(which had 85 loci derived from DGLS analysis) of M3-70-T5 resulted

in a topology with ((Copepoda + Branchiopoda) + Communostraca)

instead of Topo2. Similarly, the Topo4-favored gene set (179 loci)

recovered ((Cephalocarida + Copepoda) + Communostraca) instead

of Topo4 (Supplementary Figures S53-S54). Such erroneous

groupings recovered from M3-70-T5 reflect that the matrix is

dominated by non-phylogenetic signals introduced by incomplete

sampling, further aggravating the difficulties of resolving phylogeny.

Therefore, one of the main findings in the present study, the

proposal of the nested or sister placement of Copepoda with

Allotriocarida instead of sister to Communostraca, was further

confirmed by a series of phylogenetic signal analyses. Xenocarida

and Copepoda + Communostraca (Multicrustacea) was refuted and

the clades were likely LBA artefacts. Nevertheless, no significant

phylogenetic signals supported any examined phylogenetic

placement here.

As previously discussed, Bernot et al. (2023) identified Topo1 as

the primary hypothesis. In their study, Copepoda is robustly

supported as an extra member of Allotriocarida in ML, BI and

ASTRAL analyses. However, the internal structure of Allotriocarida

was observed to be unstable across different analytical methods. To

address this, Bernot et al. (2023) proposed expanding the sampling

of Copepoda to break LB leading to Copepoda, which could

otherwise create misleading groupings. Nonetheless, the deep

level of the relationship among allotriocaridans remained

unchanged after the copepod-removal experiments in our study.

This indicates the possibility that other sources of errors may be

responsible for the uncertain placements of Copepoda in Bernot

et al. (2023) (to be discussed below).
3.4 Incomplete lineage sorting is a possible
cause of the low resolution in the deep-
level phylogeny of Pancrustacea

The conflicting phylogenetic signals at the deep nodes of the

Allotriocarida + Copepoda clade was invariably shown in our

phylogenetic signal analyses. In addition, we found topology

heterogeneity between ML and ASTRAL results (see Section

3.2.1), which can indicate signal conflicts in the data sets

(Kubatko and Degnan, 2007; Song et al., 2012; Xi et al., 2014;

Edwards et al., 2016; Bravo et al., 2019; Jiang et al., 2020). As ILS is

found to be a common cause of phylogenetic incongruence,

preliminary detection of ILS was performed by a simple chi-

square test using gCF result in Section 3.4 to explore the presence

of ILS in Pancrustacea. M0-70, M0-70-slow, M3-70, M3-70-slow,
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M3-70-T5 and M3-70-slow-T5 were subjected to this test. It was

discovered that ILS likely contributes to gene tree discordance on all

bipartitions in Allotriocarida + Copepoda. All assessed bipartitions

within Allotriocarida + Copepoda were unable to reject the

hypothesis of ILS (p-value > 0.5) in different examined matrices.

Only the bipartition Copepoda + Branchiopoda was consistently

found to be plagued by ILS in all tested matrices.

To further elucidate the prevalence of ILS at the deep-level

phylogeny of Allotriocarida + Copepoda, relative frequency

analyses were performed by DiscoVista using ASTRAL results

(Figure 7), and yield concordant results. The internal nodes that

were evaluated (shown in Figures 7A–D as Node 1-4) had similar
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frequencies and high combined frequencies (over 40%) of

alternative quartet topologies (as seen in Figures 7A–D as T2 and

T3), indicating the possibility of ILS at these nodes (Li et al., 2022).

In particular, Node 2 and Node 3 both showed an almost equal

proportion of three quartet frequencies (T1-3), which suggests a

substantial degree of ILS. At Node 4 and Node 1, the unconstrained

ASTRAL topologies (T1) of all tested matrices recovered the

grouping of Remipedia + Hexapoda and the clustered relationship

of Copepoda with Allotriocarida, respectively (as indicated by the

orange hollow rectangles in Figures 7A, D). These relationships

were consistently supported by around 50% and 40% of the quartet

proportion of each matrix, respectively. The frequency of T1 was
A
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FIGURE 7

(A-E) Relative frequency analysis of alternative topologies supported by gene trees inferred by ASTRAL analyses. It reveals incomplete lineage sorting
at the basal phylogeny of Allotriocarida (Nodes 2 and 3). The left column shows the analysed matrices. The rectangle boxes above each matrix name
display the recovered, unconstrained (main) hypotheses from ASTRAL analyses. The bar plots show the percentage of quartet trees supporting the
recovered ASTRAL quartet topologies (T1) and two alternative topologies (T2 and T3) in each matrix. The middle column illustrates each quartet
topology (T1-3) at specific “Nodes” in each analysed matrix: the recovered ASTRAL quartet topologies (T1) and two alternative topologies (T2 and
T3). The red boxes shown below the quartet topologies depict competing hypotheses (Topo) that can match the illustrated topologies. The orange
hollow rectangles at Node 1 and Node 4 point out the universal recovery of Copepoda + Allotriocarida and Hexapoda + Remipedia across the
matrices. The red hollow square at m3-50 of Node 3 highlights that T3 received higher support than T1. The column on the right shows the quartet
topologies’ order based on the quartet support percentage received. (E) (Left) A simplified cladogram of Allotriocarida + Copepoda indicating the
name of assessed nodes in relative frequency analysis. (Right) The colour code for each major lineage is described in panel A. Allo, Allotriocarida; B,
Branchiopoda; Cep, Cephalocarida; Co, Copepoda; Com, Communostraca; Hex, Hexapoda; R, Remipedia; Olig, Oligostraca; others, reaming taxa;
outgp, Chelicerata and Myriapoda.
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found to be higher in Node 4 as compared to Nodes 2 and 3, where

the T1 frequency was less than 40%. Therefore, the level of ILS at

Nodes 2 and 3 is more substantial than Node 4.

Furthermore, a slight increase (2.1%) in support for

Cephalocarida + Hexapoda/Remipedia (Node 3) was noted after

removing LB taxa (M0-50: T1vs. M3-50: T3). This result

demonstrates that the suspected LBA and ILS are likely important

driving factors of genealogical discordance in the deep-level

phylogeny of Allotriocarida + Copepoda (Jarvis et al., 2014;

Wickett et al., 2014; Cannon et al., 2016).

ILS is a common systematic error invoking topological

incongruence between species trees and gene trees (Avise and

Robinson, 2008). It obstructs the accurate reconstruction and

understanding of phylogenetic relationships. Although ILS has

been proven pervasive in varied phylogenomic data sets,

including insects (Pollard et al., 2006; Edwards, 2009; Xi et al.,

2015; Richards et al., 2018; Betancur-R. et al., 2019), the impact of

ILS on deep nodes of pancrustaceans has not been thoroughly

investigated. In the current study, ILS is found to be partly

attributable to the contradictory resulting trees between

concatenation and coalescence approaches (Edwards et al., 2016;

Bravo et al., 2019; Jiang et al., 2020). The variation in gene histories

(i.e., ILS in this study) violates the assumption of concatenated-

based inference, whereas the coalescent-based method accounts for

the presence of ILS (Rannala and Yang, 2003; Liu and Pearl, 2007;

Degnan and Rosenberg, 2009). Hypotheses recovered by ASTRAL

(Topo5-7) should be more trustworthy. However, significant

topological incongruence among ASTRAL trees suggests ILS

cannot fully explain the topological heterogeneity among gene

trees and species trees in this group. In the coalescent analysis,

the influence of GTEE is potent, but it was not thoroughly

investigated and evaluated in this study. Likewise, Bernot et al.

(2023) explored the potential occurrence of GTEE in Pancrustacea.

Their findings revealed multiple polytomies in the ASTRAL species

tree of their complete sampled matrix (Data set 2; their Figure 3E),

indicating rapid diversification that could potentially induce ILS or

insufficient phylogenetic information in the input trees leading to

GTEE. In addition, they found that Remipedia was grouped with

paraphyletic Hexapoda in the ASTRAL tree, which was only present

in the coalescent trees based on fast-evolving matrices in our study.

Bernot et al. (2023) used orthologs that were on average shorter

(211 AA) than ours (328 AA), which might explain the erroneous

groupings and unresolved polytomy. It should be noted that their

results also suggest the possibility of ILS in the phylogeny.

It is also known that introgression is another common cause of

topological discordance between gene trees and species trees

(Hibbins and Hahn, 2022), including in Drosophila (Suvorov

et al., 2022). Thus, detecting introgression and GTEE in the

phylogeny is essential in detangling the discordant and obscured

phylogenetic signals of allotriocaridan phylogeny.

The notable lack of resolution within Allotriocarida owing to

the possible presence of ILS is evident in this study. More in-depth

analyses are required to confirm the prevalence of ILS in

Pancrustacea and to examine the possibility of other biological

processes leading to gene tree heterogeneity, gene tree-species tree
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heterogeneity, and species tree heterogeneity observed in this study.

Accordingly, the recalcitrant allotriocaridan relationships could be

better visualised as phylogenetic networks rather than bifurcating

trees (Cai et al., 2021).
3.5 Future works to resolve
Pancrustacea phylogeny

Our research presents new evidence that supports the sister

relationship of Remipedia and Hexapoda and rejects the hypothesis

that Multicrustacea is a monophyletic group. We propose a new

grouping of Copepoda + Allotriocarida, which is complementary to

the results of Bernot et al. (2023). LBs are detected in several taxa

and clades in our phylogeny. Slowly-evolving genes, which are

preferred for resolving deep splits and mitigating LBA, were applied

and inferred Topo2 rather than the popular hypothesis Topo1 in

ML searches. The major difference between Topo1 and Topo2 is the

position of Cephalocarida. In Topo2, Cephalocarida is sister to

(Remipedia, Hexapoda), while in Topo1, Cephalocarida is sister to

the rest of Allotriocarida + Copepoda. Phylogenetic signal analyses

validate that Topo2 is supported by slow-evolving genes

(Figures 6A, B). Compared with Topo1, Topo2 is far less

favoured in matrices of M3-T4, which have induced a long

branch Hexapoda by incomplete hexapod sampling, and the non-

LB-removed matrix (M0-70) (Figure 6A). Furthermore, the

concordance factor analyses also favour the clustering of

Cephalocarida with Remipedia and Hexapoda (Figure 4, chart

Allotriocarida). These findings suggest that Topo2 (Figure 3A)

might be more accurate than Topo1.

On the other hand, ASTRAL species tree reconstruction of

subsampled matrices, filtered by evolutionary rates, results in three

alternative topologies (Topo5 - 7) with a reduction of support at the

deep nodes of Allotriocarida. Moreover, unusual groupings such as

Oligostraca + Communostraca and Remipedia clustering in

paraphyletic Hexapoda are found in M3-70-slow and M3-70-fast.

This could be explained by the decline in the number of input loci

(from ~1000 to 250). Another possible explanation for the unusual

grouping is the low phylogenetic signals in slowly evolving genes and

the presence of phylogenetic noise in fast-evolving genes. Nonetheless,

relative frequency analysis reveals a comparable frequency of two

discordant topologies at the nodes connecting Allotriocarida,

Communostraca, Oligostraca and outgroups (Allotriocarida +

Communostraca: 40%; Oligostraca + Communostraca: 33%;

Oligostraca + Allotriocarida: 27%). Under the presence of ILS, more

loci are required to improve the accuracy of summary tree approaches

(Molloy and Warnow, 2018; Shekhar et al., 2018). Oligostraca +

Communostraca found in M3-70-slow could be a spurious

relationship caused by insufficient input data to account for ILS in

the phylogenetic analyses. Therefore, due to the prevalence of ILS in the

high-level phylogeny of Allotriocarida, the ASTRAL species tree

inferred from M3-70 is considered to be more reliable (Figure 3B).

However, due to the possibility of introgression in Pancrustacea,

these hypotheses should be considered with caution. Themodels used

in concatenation-based and coalescent-based methods do not
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account for introgression, which might lead to inaccurate tree

estimation. Thus, accessing the contribution and co-presence of

LBA, ILS, GTEE, and other biological processes (e.g., introgression)

to genealogical discordance is crucial before further attempts in

designing phylogenetic experiments for pancrustacean members,

especially the obdurate nodes in Allotriocarida (Losos, 2011; Roch

and Warnow, 2015; Xi et al., 2015; Molloy and Warnow, 2018;

Bossert et al., 2020; Cai et al., 2021; Morales-Briones et al., 2020).

3.5.1 Use tree-based orthology approaches to
reduce non-phylogenetic signals

The topological divergences between molecular studies might

be attributed to different ortholog selection approaches. Previous

molecular studies on pancrustacean phylogeny often derived

orthologs from OMA (The Orthologous Matrix) (but this study

and the concurrent study by Bernot et al. (2023) are the first to

utilise tree-based orthology inference from the start (Lozano-

Fernandez et al., 2019 applied tree-based filtering on an expanded

core dataset derived from pan-arthropod EST). The distance-based

orthology inference (e.g., OMA) is prone to systematic errors

arising from gene duplication and possible hidden paralogy, while

the phylogenetically informed strategy (tree-based) has a higher

precision in ortholog identification (Kocot et al., 2013; Yang and

Smith, 2014; Ballesteros and Hormiga, 2016). As Hexapoda

exhibited extensive genome duplication in various lineages (Li

et al., 2018; Roelofs et al., 2020), the drawback of paralog

inclusion could be exacerbated in distance-based studies.

Therefore, Multicrustacea monophyly may be an erroneous

relationship supported by non-phylogenetic signals (non-

orthologous signals) stemming from orthology errors. Congruent

to our interpretation, Copepoda + Allotriocarida was inferred as the

primary topology of Allotriocarida by Bernot et al. (2023) using

tree-based ortholog identification.

3.5.2 Use slowly-evolving genes to mitigate LBA
When it comes to uncovering deep-level phylogenetic

relationships, slowly-evolving genes that exhibit phylogenetic

signals are more reliable than fast-evolving genes that can obscure

such signals (Aguinaldo et al., 1997; Li et al., 2008; Soubrier et al.,

2012; Zhang et al., 2012; Lang et al., 2013; Patwardhan et al., 2014;

Duchêne et al., 2022). This is because fast-evolving genes may have

multiple substitutions on the same site, which can increase the

saturation level and lead to misleading phylogenetic inference for

ancient divergence events (Graybeal, 1994; Townsend, 2007;

Philippe et al., 2009; Townsend et al., 2012). By choosing genes

with an appropriate evolutionary rate, the accuracy of phylogenetic

inferences can be improved (Townsend, 2007).

3.5.3 Higher taxonomic coverage is necessary
Future efforts to resolve deep divergence of Allotriocarida +

Copepoda should also focus on improving and expanding the

genomic data of Cephalocarida and Remipedia. The position of

Cephalocarida is exceptionally unstable in our analyses (see Topo1-

7). Given that all available data from these two groups were

included in this study, high-throughput sequencing of genera that
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have not been sequenced is necessary for resolving this phylogenetic

uncertainty. Bernot et al. (2023) also agreed that future expansion of

well-assembled genomes can be leveraged in synteny analysis to

provide additional information to resolve the phylogeny

of Pancrustacea.

3.5.4 Future direction of other phylogenetic
relationships in Pancrustacea

Although this phylogenomic study cannot fully disentangle the

relationship of Allotriocarida + Copepod, most well-established

clades and relationships in the other pancrustaceans were

maximally supported (see Section 3.2), including Oligostraca

recovered as the sister to all other pancrustaceans. Nonetheless, in

the present study, inconsistent patterns from recovered ML and

ASTRAL analyses emerged at several nodes outside Allotriocarida.

The retrieved topologies challenged the monophyly of Ostracoda,

the monophyly of Syncarida, the early diverging group of

Peracarida and the position of Hoplocarida. The two ostracods

and two syncarids sampled in this study were found to be

polyphyletic, respectively. Within Peracarida, either Amphipoda

or Stygiomysida was recovered to be the earliest diverging group.

Most ML results recovered the latter relationship, except M0-70-

slow and M3-70-slow, while most ASTRAL analyses recovered the

former relationship except M0-70, suggesting underlying gene tree

discordance at this node. Lastly, the position of Hoplocarida was

affected by taxon occupancy. The resolution of these parts of the

tree would be most benefitted from extensive taxon sampling,

especially the early diverging group of the clades concerned.

Further investigation regarding tree discordance and potential

phylogenetic signal conflict is needed to resolve these unstable

nodes. Additionally, a recent study showed that prevailing

substitution saturation (> 50% of used loci) was found in

decapod, butterfly and stinging wasp phylogenetic datasets. Extra

attention should be paid to the widespread loci saturation in

pancrustaceans and the selection of phylogenetic markers in

future works (Duchêne et al., 2022). Available approaches like

DAMBE (Xia and Lemey, 2009; Xia, 2018) and assessment of

phylogenetic informativeness (Townsend and Leuenberger, 2011;

Dornburg et al., 2019) could be used.
4 Conclusion

This study presents a comprehensive phylogenomic analysis,

with more accurate orthology inference and novel phylogenetic

signal analyses to decipher the deep relationship of Pancrustacea,

explicitly targeting the clade Allotriocarida. A high variance in

recovered topologies of the deep nodes of Allotriocarida +

Copepoda is observed. A total of six different hypotheses

regarding the position of Branchiopoda, Cephalocarida,

Copepoda, Hexapoda and Remipedia were retrieved from ML

and ASTRAL tree estimations. The phylogenomic analyses in this

study reject the conventional clustering of Copepoda +

Communostraca (i.e., Multicrustacea; Topo4) by consistently

recovering Copepoda + Allotriocarida (51/55 tree analyses).
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Aligned with previous results, the closest crustacean to Hexapoda is

invariably found to be Remipedia with maximal bootstrap support

(54/55 analyses). Expectedly, LBA is detected in the tree of

Pancrustacea. It was shown to reduce the resolution of the

phylogenetic analyses and instigate spurious phylogenetic

relationships, which were supported in previous works.

Contrary to LB-removal and the employment of slowly evolving

genes, the application of the site-heterogeneous model

demonstrates a negligible impact on the phylogenetic results.

When analysing the impact of LBA, it is recommended to

consider different migration practices and conduct follow-up

phylogenetic signal analyses. Our study presents a new

hypothesis, Cephalocarida clustering with Remipedia + Hexapoda

(namely, Topo2 and 5), supported by LBA-mitigating matrices

(slow-evolving genes) and phylogenetic signal analyses.

Through the examination of phylogenetic signals, Xenocarida

(Topo3) and Copepoda + Communostraca (Topo4) are found to

reflect non-phylogenetic signals instead of true phylogenetic signals.

Multiple lines of evidence support this result. After removing LB

taxa, the support from gene trees for both Topo3 and Topo4

decreased in terms of gene tree topological concordance factors

and gene-wise likelihood scores. It was revealed that Topo3 and

Topo4 had the lowest gCF values at respective branches (Figure 4,

Hexapoda and Copepoda). In fact, Topo3 was only recovered in an

LBA-exacerbated matrix (M3-70-fast-T4), implying that LBA likely

influences this grouping. Additionally, it was discovered that genes

supporting Topo4 exhibited a higher level of systematic errors (i.e.,

LBA and noise) than Topo1 and 2. This is consistent with the

finding that slow-evolving loci less favour Topo4 in gCF and DGLS
analysis. Taken together, these results suggest that the support for

Topo3 and Topo4 in previous works is unreliable because they are

due to systematic errors (LBA and noise) and do not reflect accurate

phylogenetic relationships.

However, the uncertainty of the placements of Branchiopoda,

Cephalocarida and Copepoda remains. A lack of support from the

underlying phylogenetic signals was found across deep nodes of

Allotriocarida + Copepoda. Together with the topological

heterogeneity observed among ML and ASTRAL species trees, it

implies the presence of a highly conflicting signal at the

deep nodes.

The results of the relative frequency analyses corroborate this

observation and suggest that ILS, along with LBA, may be the

contributing factors to the conflicting relationships of Allotriocarida

+ Copepoda, observed topological incongruence between gene trees

and species trees, limited support from gene trees, and conflicting

phylogenetic signals. This study provides primary proof of how the

pervasiveness and incidence of systematic errors (ILS and LBA)

obscure the reconstruction of Pancrustacean’s phylogeny,

specifically Allotriocarida. To gain a better understanding of

pancrustacean evolutionary history, future studies should not only

expand the taxonomic sampling of Cephalocarida and Remipedia

but also detect other common yet unexplored biological forces

responsible for unstable topology recovery, such as introgression.
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